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BOOKS RECEIVED-91

Syracuse Scholar
Syracuse University
220 Sims 3
Syracuse, New York 13210

Dear Reader:
We hope that the first three issues a/Syracuse Scholar have provided
stimulating reading for you.
We thought you would lzke to know that response to the journal has
been most favorable. Our first issue received a Special Merit Award
from the Counczl for Advancement and Support ofEducation (CASE).
The first two issues, in fact, have been praised by alumni in different
parts of the country and by eminent people in the academic and publishing worlds. All have expressed enthusiasm for
the creation of this distinguished journal that reflects the variety and
excellence of scholarly life at Syracuse University.
The cost ofpublication for the first issues has been assumedfully by
Syracuse University . We look forward to the day when the Scholarwzll
be self supporting-at least in part. But in order for this to happen,
we must appeal to you for help. May we ask you for a donation? Ten
dollars wzll cover the cost of two issues per year; however, your donation may be as large or small as you wish to make it. Any contribution
will be fully appreciated. And, of course, it is tax-deductible.
Your generous help wzll enable us to continue producing a university journal of the highest quality.
Sincerely yours,
Paul Archambault
Editor

0 I enclose a tax-deductible donation (check made out to Syracuse University) for

I

to help Syracuse Scholar meet its costs.

Name ----------------------------------------------Address ------~-------------------------------------City _______________________..,tate ___________
Zip _____________
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